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 Conclusions  
If these results were representatives, we can conclude that, as found in most bibliography7, 8, 9, positive selection, recombination sites or 
presence in core proteome could be a good characteristic when looking for candidates in the reverse vaccinology process. 
These results could validate the use of a bioinformatic strategy based on selecting proteins under selection pressure for the election of 
vaccine candidates. 
To ensure a better randomness in data a better species selection process and a bigger number of species are required. 
The implementation of statistical analysis on data will allow to clearly distinguish those groups with higher proportions of potentially 
immunogenic proteins 
In silico validation of a reverse vaccinology pipeline using a 
peptide binding dataset 
Reverse vaccinology involves several computational tools to predict, directly from the genome sequence, protein characteristics used to 
identify proteins which are worthy of laboratory investigation.  
Some protein sequence characteristics have been used to look for potentially immunogenic proteins: Positive selection, presence of 
recombination sites or 100% conserved sequence. 
In this work, an in silico protocol is established to assess the suitability of this strategy.  An in house Perl script was created to calculate 
the proportion, expressed in percentage,  of "antigenic proteins" from each group. Calling “antigenic protein” to those that match with a 
peptide binding dataset, extracted from the Immune Epitope Database1, results will be compared with the proportion found in complete 
proteomes (referred henceforth as the benchmark dataset) to try to infer the relationship between the potential immunogenicity and 
the pertinence to a specific group 
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To construct the core proteome (set of proteins common to all 
strains) reciprocal best sequence alignment hit from all 
proteomes (by specie) was assumed to represent orthologous 
sequences. (In house method using BLAT2). 
 
This script generates a list where the query that matched, 
totally or partially,  to a positive annotated epitope sequence 
from the peptide binding dataset (from IEDB) is shown. (In 
house method also using BLAT) 
 
Amino acid and/or DNA sequences from the core proteome 
undergo several analytical steps integrated in the pipeline: 
multiple sequence alignment, calculation of protein variability 
among selected proteomes, detection of recombination and 
selective pressure based on the DNA codon alignment. (In 
house method using ClustalW3, PHYLIP4, Pal2Nal5 and HYPHY6) 
 Workflow 
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Figure 1. Proportion of "antigenic proteins" by group. Figure 2. Bar chart from Figure 1 data.  
In Figure 1 and 2, for all strain of each species, the arithmetic mean of the proportion of the number of proteins that matched with an 
epitope sequence in IEDB can be seen. This result is expressed in percentage respect all proteins from each group.  
 Results  
The full data of each specie can be downloaded from http://bioinf.uab.es/hobeich/TFG/tablas_suplementarias.xls 
